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WHY  WAS  NAPOLEON?

BY COLONEL C. F. PHIPPS, D.S.O., (LATE R.A.)

THE superman is a superstition. There are no supermen: there are
just men, and to leave unexamined all that in a great man’s history

seems to be uncommon, to account it a mere phenomenon of genius,
is to detract from the interest of our study and from the value of our
conclusions. The superman has another bad effect on popular history:
we find him always obsessed with drama, like the heroes of the cinema
stories, whose ordinary life and work are concealed from us by their
constant preoccupation with the emotions. In their case, as in that of
the superman of history, little that is “registered” is real.

Napoleon has suffered so much from the superman theory
that it is necessary to use some other method of getting to under-
stand him. Let us try the system of putting ourselves in his place.
There may, of course, be some among officers below the rank of
battery commander that find a difficulty in putting themselves in
Napoleon’s place, though their modesty can to a certain extent be
overcome by reflecting on the defects of their seniors. But it is
necessary only to put ourselves in imagination in the environment
in which Napoleon’s career began, and to get the sort of atmo-
sphere that must have surrounded him. As thus:—You are one
of the young men of the time, entering on a profession, and you
have no prospects. Suddenly a great and wonderful scene opens
before you: a beneficient Revolution has thrown open to every
Frenchman the gate of a career, a life on equal terms with all men,
advancement for the talented, success for the industrious. And it
is at this very moment that Europe steps in and says, “Not so, but
far otherwise!” Europe disputes the right of France to determine
the form of her own government and the fate of her own king;
worse, Europe disputes it with arms; worst of all, Europe disputes
it inefficiently. Brunswick comes down to the Argonne, a cautious
general leading tired Prussians over muddy roads: he can scarcely
risk a battle, but it is worth while trying a cannonade, for there
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have been some bad panics in the French army; so the campaign
comes to a climax with an artillery duel—and the Prussians have not
got their heavy guns with them! That does happen sometimes. Now
in all this how would you have been affected? Unless indeed you had
been an ultra-royalist, is it not certain that you would have conceived
a life-long distrust of “the fools and villains who are playing the
principal parts on the Continent of Europe,” as an English general
called them, and that you would have seen no safety, no happiness for
your country, but that which could be bought by war? For remember
that the invaders did not come only to save the king and the nobles,
they made it quite clear that they required territorial compensation.
What profession could a young man have joined but the army, what
cause could he have adopted but that of right against wrong? If you
disapprove of the form of government adopted by any state, the sure
way to establish popular sympathy in that state with that government
is to invade it.

It is not necessary to look for ambition or love of notoriety
among the young men of those days, beyond what is natural to
all young men. A schoolfellow of mine told me he was determined
to become famous, and, if he found no other way, he would arrive
at his object by means of some horrible crime. Of course he did
nothing of the sort. Why should he? Why should a young
Englishman in an active profession, with outlets for his energy in
sport, in games, perhaps in adventure overseas, want for excite-
ment? Some such find expression for themselves in the skill of
the chase or the game; others are contented with the “narcotic
of sport,” the well-being produced by violent exercise, followed
by a hot bath, and these last are, as I imagine but do not know,
particularly beloved by A.G. (6), since it makes no difference to
them whether they go to Aden or to Aldershot. But take a young
Frenchman of the period we are dealing with: what outlet had
he? He was like a prisoner fighting to keep the door of his cell
open: he had no choice. He knew that the governments of
Europe, including that of France, had always worked on the “good
old rule, the simple plan, that they should take who have the power,
and they should keep who can.” But here was for once a righteous
cause. It is true that France had actually declared war in 1791,
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but then came Brunswick’s manifesto and the invasion by Austria,
Prussia, and England, and it must have seemed to the young men of
the time that Europe was responsible for the war and that France’s
action was inevitable. We can see them going to war in a spirit of
knight-errantry, a sort of Jack-the-Giant-Killer feeling, which it is
important to recognize, because to some extent it explains the long-
continued wars that were now beginning. At first, indeed, there was
little use for anyone in ambition: Promotion led to danger of suspicion,
denunciation, and the guillotine. But, if you have been fighting for
years in the way of pure, unselfish patriotism, and at last, standing on
enemy soil, see country saved and free, then you will find it very easy
to pass on from war for defence to war for the sake of fame, war for
the sake of adventure, war for the sake of gold. For war was the only
adventure these young men knew. And, if in such an atmosphere and
in such an environment there was one young man developing more
quickly than his comrades, conscious of the superiority of his
intelligence, seeing behind patriotism corruption and behind idealism
inefficiency, surely it was the governments of Europe that forced him
and his comrades to devote to war talents that might have brought
them fame in peace without inflicting suffering on humanity. Why was
Napoleon? Because Europe asked for it.

To come now to military education: it is interesting to con-
sider whether one of us would have got from his studies what the
young Bonaparte got from his. Presumably not, as no other
student of the time seems to have done so; but why? It was there
to be got. General Colin in his work on the military education
of Napoleon1 came to the conclusion that the authorities studied
by Bonaparte gave him the principles of the concentration of force
and the co-operation of the elements of an army, which the author
says are the foundation of Napoleon’s system of war, and certainly
there was much in the theories of some of the pre-revolution writers
that would now do credit to Field Service Regulations. But why
are there so few people that, like Napoleon, not only learn the
principles of war, but also apply them? Is it because political
considerations have always prevented, and apparently always will
prevent, the proper application of the principles of war, or because

J. Colin, L'éducation militaire de Napoléon, Paris, B. Chapelot, 1900.
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the means to carry them out, in men and material, are so often
lacking? In the latter case it would seem that the only resource must
be a knowledge of past wars, and of what men actually did in
impossible situations. The principles of billiards were of no use to
the man that had to play “with a twisted cue on a cloth untrue, and
elliptical billiard balls,” but to know what someone had once done
to win a game under those conditions it might have helped him.
Still, it must be admitted that the authority I have quoted considers
young Bonaparte’s studies in military history to have been
superficial. At the present day, it may perhaps be possible for the
student of genius to find the secret of future wars, and nothing can,
one would think, be more important than the discussion of such
theories as we have had placed before us in the Journal and
elsewhere by Colonel Fuller.

About the launching of Bonaparte on his career there is nothing of
the extraordinary: it was quite easy in those days for a capable
captain to pass quickly up to brigadier-general C.R.A. of a division,
and, even if the prospects to-day for a captain of coast defence are
not so good, they are at any rate, since the amalgamation of the
Regiment, better than they were. Before he put down a riot in
Paris other generals had done the same thing: the command of
an army in the field was not a very cheerful reward in those days,
and the object of it was to get rid of a military man who might be
politically a nuisance. That very nearly happens sometimes.
But now comes a very important point. Bonaparte appears in Italy
and dazzles the world by his wonderful strategy. For how long
had he been thinking over his plans for the campaign? Only for two
years; and he knew the ground he was to start on. Now he was a man
with a very quick mind and with very great energy, and, unless carried
out with very great energy, his plans might have come to nothing; but
he himself once said that people gave him credit for quick decisions
that were really due to previous thought: he described himself as
“fearful” (in the sense of anxious, timid) in making up a plan. In every
age there are a few really quick men, but a large proportion of the
quickness that we see is due to careful anticipation of events and
rehearsal of them in the mind: this quickness can be acquired even by
the naturally slow man, as is done daily on the miniature artillery
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range. Careful thought, tremendous energy, are characteristics of this
great campaign, and what else? One simply cannot call Bonaparte a
patient man, but he had the power to wait for the right moment. We
see him at Verona in January, 1796, waiting for the news that shall de-
cide him whether to go up the Adige to Joubert or down to Augereau:
for twenty-four hours his carriage stands ready at the door. I imagine
an Englishman of the present day saying to him, “Look here, old boy,
hadn’t you better take some action? You'll have to risk taking the
wrong road, but at any rate you will have done something!" But this,
I think, is unfair to the Englishman. It will be better to put it
thus:—The Englishman is patient as long as he is busy: in inaction he
is a nuisance; which of course is why retired officers dig furiously in
gardens.

I wonder whether in 1796 the government of the Republic
stumbled by chance on the best possible combination for the direction
of an army—the young genius to command and the middle-aged
organizer to be chief-of-the-staff. Nowadays Berthier would have
commanded by seniority, and Bonaparte would have been the staff
officer (poor Berthier!) Just as in business you have the brilliant,
imaginative man at the head to supply the ideas, but the old,
experienced administrator to carry them out, so conceivably you might
use the young mind of the young man, not necessarily (fond, impious
thought!) a graduate of the staff college, to command the army, and
that of the older expert to run it. As a matter of fact, in this case
Bonaparte was as good at details as he was at everything else, but
Berthier is a very curious study: a great staff officer and a brave man,
but apparently an impossible commander.

Most of them were young in those days, and surely we can
see the spirit of adventure growing strong among them, as the
competition for rewards and the scramble for plunder began.
Young Bonaparte, showing his wife’s portrait to his divisional com-
manders; young Bonaparte, off to the East with an army to find
the only world in which big things can happen; young Bonaparte,
galloping over the desert to see if he could catch the men he had
put on camels; young Bonaparte, at the foot of the Great Pyramid,
laughing at the exhausted Berthier, “Ah, my poor Berthier, she
is not at the top, but she is not at the bottom either!” Bonaparte
climbing over the Alps with a scratch army in a race against time!
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What an adventure! What fun! Something has gone wrong, and,
“Tonnerre!” says Bonaparte, “with so many things going on, that’s
been forgotten!” How human! Why was Napoleon? Because he
enjoyed it.

When you get away from “drama” to the real records, all the
people of the French Revolution seem so much more human.
To read a debate in the “Moniteur” gives one the atmosphere very
well: great projects are discussed and picturesque phrases used,
then someone goes just over the border between the sublime and
the ridiculous, and the whole assembly is dissolved in uncontrol-
lable laughter! Humanity shows the same virtues and vices in
modern revolutions that it showed then. Nothing is so annoying
about the superman theory as the idea of the great man “seizing
power” and ruling a country as a tyrant, regardless of its wishes.
It simply can't be done. Without very important backing in the
country no one can take over the government of a state un-
constitutionally, and, if he has this backing and stays in power
it may be taken for granted that the country as a whole wishes him
to do so. In any case other Powers must treat the dictator as the
government of the country, however much they may themselves
object to his system of government: the more so that foreign
abuse will give him national popularity. This is where England
made so great a mistake in her dealings with the French Consulate.
Her theory of course was that “nations, not so blest” as she was,
must “each in their turn to tyrants fall,” and it pleased her to tell
Bonaparte she did not like him or his government: to do her justice,
she showed it, but never has a nation been less anxious to be delivered
from a tyrant than was France, and England succeeded only in aggra-
vating those national passions that lead to, and prolong, wars.

The passage from government by representative institutions to
government by one man is in reality based on a mathematical
calculation. Suppose you cannot find five hundred representatives
sufficiently incorrupt and efficient to run your country; very well, you
take five, or fifteen, or twenty-five of them and try them; if they fail to
govern honestly and efficiently you surely can find one among them
that will fulfil the conditions! So that, if democracy takes a rest
sometimes, it is a sign of sanity, and no pity is required
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for the sensible nation that is showing it. Now in the case of
Bonaparte it is, humanly speaking, certain that, if he had never existed,
the coup d’ état of Brumaire, 1799, would have been carried out, and
the Consulate established: the Directory had already suffered two
coups, made by Generals acting as the instruments of politicians, and,
at the time when Bonaparte landed in France on his return from
Egypt, another was already in preparation, the only doubtful point
being which general was to undertake it. Of course the reappearance
of Bonaparte settled the question: he was at once brought into the
scheme, and, indeed, it is difficult to see how he could have kept out
of it. France had tried several kinds of government and had not found
men able and honest enough to conduct any of them: it is not systems
of govern that fail, it is the faults of the administrators that discredit
the system. Why was Napoleon? Because of the democrats in
democracy.

Once in power, Bonaparte, First Consul, gave France a
government that saved her from misery and for a time gave her peace.
Could this peace have lasted? It would have maintained a far
better equilibrium in Europe than any we have had since. The
Balance of Power has failed because it has not balanced. It has
been well said that the Powers of Europe did not wait for the
rise of a Bonaparte before attacking France. Coalition succeeded
coalition, and it is difficult to see how France could have avoided
the wars between 1803 and 1810, except the war in Spain; if
Napoleon was accustomed to strike first, it was because he was
accustomed to apply the principles of war. There are always two
choices before a government when it becomes involved in
hostilities: it may adopt the principles of war and attack first, in
which case it incurs the reproach of history; or it may hold its
hand until attacked, in which case it sacrifices its soldiers but retains
its virtue. Napoleon always chose the first course. Naturally his
successes led to the extension of his power, but surely there was
much truth in Talleyrand’s remark in a letter to the English envoy,
“La France ne s’est agrandie que par les efforts renouvelés pour
l’opprimer.” But the question is whether, between the peace of
1809, the peace after Wagram, and the war with Russia of 1812,
it would have been possible to establish a general peace. We can
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see the various forces acting on Napoleon’s mind; the caution that
took him to the entanglement in Spain, that same caution that he
showed in his campaigns in providing for the security of his
communications; the old spirit of adventure that surely influenced him
in going to Russia in 1812; the disgust with the long-continued
bloodshed of the times that urged him to the peace after Wagram; the

sense of destiny that made it seem almost impious to relinquish a
glorious career; finally, the impatience that brought on the war with
Russia before Spain was settled.

Was there any influence that could then have turned him
definitely to peace? Certainly not that of his family. What of
his friends? His greatest friend was Desaix, whose death at
Marengo obscured the glory of the victory. Instead of a joyous
message to the Consuls at Paris, we get, “The news is very good.
I shall soon be at Paris. I can say no more; I am in the deepest
grief for the man I loved and prized most.” Now Desaix resembled
Bonaparte in his desire for distinction and for what I have called
“adventure.” At a time when most men refused promotion he
sought it. Convinced that glory could be got only by following
Bonaparte, he deliberately left the Rhine in 1797 and sought him
out, to become his greatest friend. A few days before Marengo
the two young generals had sat up all night telling each other the
news from Egypt and the news from Paris. He was popular, gentle,
human, and he understood how to use artillery. If any man could have
influenced Napoleon, it was he. But it is ominous that he was full of
indignation against the English, by whom he had been rudely treated.
Then there was Lannes, who was liked by Napoleon, and who had his
moments of doubt about the future, but he, Bessières, and Duroc were
all killed: Napoleon was not a friendless man, but one that had the
unhappiness to lose his friends, and we cannot tell how much he lost
with them. There is, however, another side to the question: if a man
like Desaix had lived and had not dissuaded but helped him, even his
greatest schemes might have succeeded, for in the later years of the
Empire it was difficult to find not only soldiers, but commanders.
Even as it was, it does seem that sometimes the Marshals were by a
malignant fate arranged in the wrong places at critical junctures, as
when Marshal Davout, Prince of Eckmühl, was shut up in Hamburg
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during the 1813 and 1814 campaigns: it is a fascinating game to
re-enact history in one’s imagination, and personally I put Davout in
Ney’s place at Quatre Bras and award the Warterloo campaign to
Napoleon.

After 1812 there was little chance of a general peace. It seemed
clear to Napoleon, as it seems clear to us to-day, that the Allies were
determined to get all they could from France and that the more he
conceded to their terms, the more they would demand. Only by an
important victory could he obtain a settlement of any permanent value
to Europe or of any degree of fairness for France. Such a victory he
did not obtain in 1813, and it seems strange to a soldier to read the
elaborate reasons given by some historians for his failure; that in this
campaign the political side of the problem was too much considered
and the strategical side too little, that the Emperor overshadowed the
General; that the leadership of the Allies had improved; that their
morale was excited by the love of liberty and hatred for the foreign
tyrant. What would have become of these theories if Napoleon had
not gone back to Dresden on the 28th August, 1813? For in all
probability it was this move that prevented his bringing the operations
after the battle of Dresden to so successful a conclusion that the
discouraged Allies would have offered peace. If this had happened,
surely it would have been accounted admirable in Napoleon that he
had kept a fair balance between strategy and statecraft, while severe
blame would have fallen on the Allied high command. As for morale,
it is difficult to assess how far the potentates of Europe were
influenced by the spirit of liberty in their rapid transition from servile
flattery to proud defiance; it is certain that their troops were patriotic.
But the true explanation of the French failure leaps to the eye: it was
patent both to the French leaders and to the Allies that you cannot,
with young and partially trained soldiers, fighting against superior
numbers, count on reproducing the victories won in former years
with veterans, and it would be astonishing indeed if we found
nothing in Napoleon’s conduct of the campaign to show the effect of
the new conditions. If will be remembered that even at Wagram
in 1809 he judged his troops to be insufficiently experienced for the
bold manœuvre he would have attempted with the army of Austerlitz
and Jena. The justification for the 1813 policy is that, in spite
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of the Spanish entanglement, it so nearly succeeded. Nor is it
necessary to attribute to any form of insanity the expressions that
Napoleon had permitted himself when bargaining to keep Austria out
of the coalition. It may sound savage to the point of madness to say,
“What do I care for two hundred thousand lives?” But how often were
such things said of set purpose to alarm the statesmen he had been
accustomed to dominate? And how do these terrible words really
differ in ultimate effect from such a phrase as, “We have put our hands
to the plough,” etc., etc. Fastidious statesman, or yelling Emperor,
each is opening the door of death to a host of men.

Let us therefore keep clear of drama, and let us turn to the
famous campaign of 1814, in which several important Frenchmen
lost their heads, and all the Allies lost their morale, while one man,
Napoleon, pursued a sane and honourable course. For consider,
what could he do but go on fighting? He had sworn in his corona-
tion oath to maintain the frontiers won for France under the
Republic and the Consulate, and he could agree to no terms that
gave her less. Nothing but defeat in the field could make the Allies
give up their scheme for reducing her to her ancient limits, and not
only was such a defeat possible while they still cowered under his
lightning strokes, and trembled on the brink of a disastrous retreat,
but also the situation had further possibilities, for France still held
garrisons in Germany and Spain, at the best a great advantage, at
the worst, something to bargain with. No one but he could play
the stern game to success: without him France would lose all
chance of securing an honourable peace either by war or by negotia-
tion; and so the event proved. No, we do not see the desperate
gambler, playing his last card, but rather the clear reasoner follow-
ing a logical course. Indeed, it might be said that the Allies
thought their own situation, even when they were in Paris, some-
what of a gamble, and by no means displayed the confidence of
victors. Not until Napoleon’s hands were dropped from control
did sanity disappear from the counsels of France: then indeed the
wildly extravagant thing happened, and every gain she held was
surrendered before the peace negotiations even began. The Allies
professed to be fighting Napoleon alone: the French government
should have remembered that its duty was to France.
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Was Napoleon in this campaign putting more on his army
than it could carry? Had he become one of those men that, as
Mr. Kipling puts it, “see so strongly what things are needed to be
done, that they forget things are accomplished by means of men”?
No; what he says after the first abdication shows that his knowledge
of men has not left him: he exposes and excuses their motives,
and a great charity inspires his words, “Without indulgence it is
impossible to judge men, still less to govern them.” He must have
fought at the last in full knowledge that some of his generals and
statesmen might fail him: his soldiers never did. This happens
sometimes: the general is beaten before his troops are beaten.
What is the reason? Is it ignorance of the psychology of one’s
fellow-countrymen, due to the separation of classes from each other?
This was certainly not the cause with men like Macdonald and Ney
in 1814. But at the present day, are we too careless of morale in
peace, and too careful of it in war? A leader may love his men
and be loved by them, but, if he is content to know what he thinks
is good for them, and does not know what they think is good for
themselves, he may fail to demand from them what they would
have given. Especially is this the case in dealing with Englishmen,
among whom the instinct of the crowd is often truer than that of
the individual. This proposition can be exaggerated, but what cannot
be exaggerated is the need for studying the lives, the environment,
and the psychology of the classes from which our soldiers come.

His great knowledge of men may perhaps throw light on a
very curious feature of Napoleon’s mind in these last days of the
Empire, his deliberate exaggeration of the strengths of his units
and formations. It is said that he had succeeded in deceiving him-
self. This is a question of words: when a follower of the late
M. Coué’s system uses his imagination to arrive at a condition of
things that did not exist to start with, he may in a sense be said
to deceive himself, although in the end what he imagines may
become a fact. Now no effort of the imagination can make ten
thousand men out of two thousand, but Napoleon’s purpose may
well have been to spread round him for his own benefit and for
that of his subordinates an atmosphere of confidence, of what in a
foreign phrase is called the “Will to Victory,” or in plain English,
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Faith, and he may have thought this could be done more effectively
by refusing to consider even the most obvious difficulties. Of
course that is not a system for normal times. It is of no use to tell a
battery commander who has just despatched a large draft to India
that his battery is still at full strength: the better course is to take
him by the arm and assure him that “it is not men that count, it is
The Man.” But other men use and have used the idea that I am
attributing to Napoleon. When a man says, “There’s no such word
as impossible!” or, “The British Army never retreats!”, we are
inspired by his spirit, though unconvinced by his words. Marshal
Ney, Prince of the Moskowa, may have been dissatisfied with the
Emperor’s exaggeration, but he himself knew how to get the most
out of men, and went pretty far in the way of faith when, cut off
with the rear-guard in Russia, he was asked, “What will you do?” “I
shall cross the Dnieper,” says he. “And, if it be not frozen?” “It will
be frozen!” And it was. Yet there are people who say you cannot
Coué the weather!

Why was Napoleon? If the lives of great men serve, as he
himself said, to explain the times they lived in, it is also true that a
study of the times shows how and why men got the opportunity to
become great. If the period of the recent Great War produced no such
man, that is not the fault of Napoleon or his times, for they left us a
warning of what to do and what not to do in a great war, and we
refused to heed it. The same old political and military situations of
1792 and of the succeeding years arose; the same principles of war
were violated, the same principles of policy were ignored. It almost
seems that it would have been possible to predict the events of the
Great War from a knowledge of the times of the First Republic. If this
be so, how terrible is the handicap imposed on itself by a nation or an
army that neglects the study of history! The humanitarian may think
that in the future the mind behind the hands that launch the gas-bomb,
behind the hands that drive the tank, will be the mind of a devil: it will
be more like the mind of a child. In all esssentials it will be the average
mind of 1702, of 1792, of 1914-18, for the rate of change of mind is
slower than the rate of progress in mechanical invention. Yet the key
to the future may be lying ready for us to find. You may be a
wonderfully trained observer whose eye misses nothing, but there
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is one thing you do not see, the “thing on the blind side on the eye, on
the wrong side of the door” the thing that is coming round the corner
without sounding its horn. History will tell you what this thing is like.
Take one instance out of a host. General Colin, in the book I have
mentioned, came to the conclusion that a certain treatise must have
been studied by the young Bonaparte at the artillery school at
Auxonne in the years 1798-9. Here is an extract from the treatise:
“History teaches us that the powers that have increased their artillery
have not repented of it; that, on the contrary, it has contributed greatly
to their success, and that none of them has thought of leaving it behind
(rejeter) or reducing it under the illusory pretext of conducting a war
of movement.” Now, in no spirit of criticism, but to prove the danger
of neglecting history, turn to “Before the War”1 and read on pages
169-70, “The real reason2 was that the General Staffs of both the
French and the British Armies had advised that the campaign would
probably be one in which swiftness in moving troops would prove the
determining factor. Heavy artillery, and even any large number of the
ponderous machine-guns of that period (the Lewis guns had not yet
appeared) would have been a serious impediment to such mobility.”
“Illusory pretext” were the words Bonaparte read in 1798.
Why, then, was Napoleon? As far as we are concerned now, his use
is to add absorbing interest to the study of a long period of war, a
study which might have been, and still may be, of the utmost
advantage to us. No doubt there are very few men in any age that
find themselves in a position to apply Napoleon’s principles on a
large scale, but the means he used are available in some degree to
all. We know of his careful forethought, his just sense of
proportion, and his quickness in decision, We know also of his
advice, given towards the end of his life, to study the campaigns of
the great masters of war. And there are two of his qualities that are
rare in our army. He possessed the eloquence of the study, of the
office, of the conference-room, in a greater degree than that of the
tribune: he could persuade and win men by his talk and his manner,
assuming at times a kindness he may not have felt.

1 Viscount Haldane, Before the War, Cassell & Co., London, 1920.
2 I.e. the reason why the original B.E.F. was not provided with more heavy

artillery.
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What have we to learn from this? During the war a very intelligent
civilian friend asked me why he should be received with an appearance
of suspicion and disapproval by military men with whom he might
have business. I told him that he must allow for custom; that we were
used to seeing everyone in uniform, and that the sudden irruption of
a man in plain clothes struck a note of irregularity; that at first view he
was, so to speak, an unauthorized person, improperly dressed, “and,”
I added severely, “your sobriety at the time remains to be proved.” My
friend was not satisfied with this explanation. But, seriously, the
regular officer was associated in the war with a mass of temporary
officers who came from every profession and represented every
interest, and the evidence is overwhelming that the mode of address
in the army was considered to be unsuited to the purpose of obtaining
the confidence of the average man or of securing his cheerful co-
operation. That, in an army that depends so much on expansion in
war, must be regarded as a grave defect.

The other of Napoleon’s qualities that is rare in our army is his
clean and incisive style of correspondence. Clean is the right word.
Soon after the end of the war an amusing letter from a demobilised
officer appeared in the newspaper: remarking on the wholly admirable
cleanliness, smartness and polish of the army, the writer expressed his
astonishment that, side by side with this neatness and brilliance,
officers should tolerate the slack, disreputable, untidy style in which
their correspondence was conducted. That is a fair criticism, but it is
doubtful whether we are worse than other professions in this matter,
for few Englishmen are taught to write their own language.
Nevertheless, in a service in which the drafting of operation orders is
of such vital importance, it is a pity that the novice should not
encounter the problem of arranging his ideas in natural and logical
sequence at a much earlier stage. Surely, if all correspondence had to
be clear, there would not be so much difficulty in writing operation
orders, because clearness would be a habit. But there is ground for
hope that a recent publication, which is penetrating everywhere, may
reach our staff and regimental offices and raise the standard of military
prose.1

1 H. W. Fowler, A Dictionary of Modern English Usage, Oxford, Clarendon Press
1926.
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“Lives of great men all remind us,” says the poet, “we can make
our lives sublime.” Yes, and no doubt a sublime life inspires the
world as much as it inconveniences it. But even the man of limited
ambition, who desires to attain a reasonable standard of usefulness
and intelligibility, can from the study of men such as Napoleon get
something that will help him to take his share in the great adventure
of conducting war, or in the great adventure of keeping peace.


